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Control-M
on the Cloud

Accelerate digital business automation
on AWS and Azure

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

KEY FEATURES

Control-M is an enterprise class workload automation solution that simplifies the
management and monitoring of batch processes. Control-M integrates all aspects
of batch processing into a single viewpoint, providing an increased span of control,
improving productivity, and reducing errors and delays. Running Control-M on AWS
and Azure improves flexibility and scalability. Using interactive deployment or DevOps
automation tools, Control-M environments are easily provisioned within minutes,
leveraging the benefits of cloud-based databases and infrastructure services.

Running Control-M on cloud platforms
increases economies of scale, speed,
and agility.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Companies today are increasingly challenged with delivering digital services faster
than ever before. This need for speed has driven companies to shorten the time for
delivering the applications that power modern digital services. Public cloud providers
have innovated to provide services that allow provisioning of platform and infrastructure
in virtually a single-click operation, with unmatched scalability and flexibility. With
infrastructure provisioning down to minutes, companies are now looking for ways to
achieve the same level of agility to install and configure applications that
need to run on the cloud platform.

BMC SOLUTION
Control-M delivers the next wave of IT automation—Digital Business Automation—
moving beyond traditional workload automation and adapting to modern IT
technologies and processes. Control-M can be installed and configured in minutes
on leading public cloud platforms, including Amazon Web Services (AWS) and
Microsoft Azure . With fast and easy provisioning of Control-M, companies can
benefit from the economies of scale offered by cloud platforms and increase
speed and agility to meet business demands. Users get full Control-M capabilities,
plus the elasticity, scalability, and high availability of leading cloud platforms.
®
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• Automated provisioning – Organizations

that want to run Control-M on AWS or Azure
can have it configured and ready in minutes
• Complete workload automation

functionality – All Control-M features
for workload development, scheduling,
management, and integration can run
in the cloud
• Easy access to cloud services – Easier

access to cloud services, including Amazon
Web Services (AWS), Relational Database
Services (RDS), and Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2), significantly reduce costs related to
licensing and labor
®

®

• Security compliances – Comply with

restricted standards such as AWS Direct
Connect, VPC, and VPN

KEY BENEFITS
• Installed and configured in minutes –

Safely provision Control-M on the cloud
in minutes
• Fully scalable – Enterprises can save

on storage and infrastructure costs
while getting all the capacity they need
on demand
• Simplified management – High availability,

database maintenance, and other
time-consuming tasks become the cloud
provider’s responsibility, freeing enterprise
staff for more productive activity
Run Control-M on leading public cloud
platforms—at the speed of business.
Control-M environments are provisioned
on cloud platforms within minutes.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Amazon Web Services support: Quick setup and deployment
of Control-M core components via AWS Marketplace include
EC2 machine and Postgres RDS.
Access more AWS services: With Control-M Application
Integrator, you can quickly access additional AWS services,
including AWS Data Pipeline for accessing and moving data
and workloads.

Support diverse configurations: Start from applications
(agents) to a full Control-M deployed on the cloud.
Full Control-M functionality: Control-M on the cloud offers all
features of Control-M. You get an enterprise-class workload
automation solution for complete lifecycle management without
having to worry about key configuration, provisioning, and
infrastructure maintenance tasks.

Azure support: Run Control-M on the Azure public cloud
using a simple VM extension.
Multi-cloud support: Control-M components can be deployed
on different public cloud vendors, such as AWS and Azure.
Hybrid cloud support: Provide the ability to run workloads
across on premise datacenters, public cloud and private cloud.

START YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION TODAY
To learn more about Control-M on the cloud,
please visit bmc.com/control-m-cloud

BMC delivers software solutions that help IT transform digital enterprises for the ultimate competitive business
advantage. We have worked with thousands of leading companies to create and deliver powerful IT management
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